


This is a simple guide to help you collect all the stamps in 
Twilight Princess HD. All stamps are listed in the order 
they are presented in the stamp menu which, should help 
identify the ones you are missing by looking at the stamps next 
to it. Stamps are found in chests all over Hyrule. There are 
two in every dungeon and one can be found in most Dig Caverns. 
Dig Caverns require you to be in Wolf form to find and dig 
your way into them.  
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 The tables on the following pages lists what each stamp is, 
the location where you will find them and also what items 
you may need to acquire them. We have refrained from using 
East or West to mark locations as it can differ in which 
mode you are playing (the game mirrors depending on if you are 
playing Normal or Hero Mode). We have instead mentioned 
identifiable landmarks that will make finding each stamp 
easier.  
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We sincerely hope that you will find this guide useful and that 
you will be able to find every single stamp that you are 
missing. If you have any comments or opinions you would like to 
share with us, be sure to send them to us via our email; 

 
miketendo64@gmail.com 



Stamp Area Location 

A 
Forest 

Temple 

In the room with the Boss Key, there is a small tunnel in the water. Jump in and go through the 

tunnel to find a hidden chest. Inside is the “A” Stamp. 

B 
Snowpeak 

Ruins 

In the room where you find the compass (the room with the bottomless pit) there's also a small 

chest with the “B” stamp. 

C 
Eldin 

Province 

In the largest area of Hyrule Field in the Eldin Province. Just north of Kakariko Gorge not far off 

from the broken bridge to Hyrule Castle Town (unless you have fixed it by donating 1000 

Rupees to the Goron Elder in Malo Mart) is a Dig Cavern (use Wolf Link’s senses to find it). Inside 

are many Bomskits and two torches. Light both torches with your lantern for a chest with the 

“C” stamp. 

D 
Arbiter's 

Grounds 

After getting the Spinner go to the large room with rails at different levels. Make your way up to 

the top and drop just before the exit. There will be two Stalfos and a chest. Inside the chest is 

the “D” Stamp 

E 
Kakariko 

Gorge 

Once you have the Dominion Rod reactivated, go to Kakariko Gorge and move the Owl Statue 

with it. Put it in a position where you can reach the chest. Inside is the “E” Stamp.  

F 
Lanayru 

Province 

In North Hyrule Field where the river meets the moat of Hyrule Castle there is a large chest in 

front of the grate. Swim into the enclosed underwater area and open the chest (may need Iron 

Boots). Inside the chest is the “F” Stamp. 

G 
City in the 

Sky 

In the part of the Dungeon where you must clawshot from Peahat to Peahat to get to the other 

side of the Segmented room, there is a separate island with a chest and an Imp Poe. Kill the Imp 

Poe with Wolf Link and then open the chest. Inside is the “G” Stamp. 

H 
Goron 

Mines 

In the large room to the north with Bulblin archers on the boardwalks and a large pool of water 

below. Jump into the water and you will find a large chest under one of the wooden platforms. 

Inside is the “H” Stamp.  

I 
Lanayru 

Province 

In North Hyrule Field you can find a Dig Cavern under a circle of grass, close to Eldin bridge. It is 

filled with Chuchus and also a chest with the “I” Stamp. 

J Lake Hylia 
Halfway through the Dark Lantern Cavern you will find two torches. Light them with your 

lantern to reveal a chest. Inside is the “J” Stamp. 



Stamp Area Location 

K 
Lakebed 

Temple 

In the central room underneath the boss chamber (underwater), there is an alcove with a chest 

holding the “K” Stamp.  

L 
Temple of 

Time 

Walk to the southernmost point of the room with a small key and a heart piece on 5F. You will 

find a chest that holds the “L” Stamp. 

M 
Lanayru 

Province 

South of the Great Bridge of Hylia, you will find some rocks on a ledge. Destroy them with Bomb 

Arrows and then Clawshot your way up to the top of the ledge. You will find a Dig cavern with a 

lot of Bubbles inside. Kill them all to reveal the chest with the “M” Stamp. 

N 
Forest 

Temple 

Should be in the same room where you encounter the last monkey, located next to the 

crossroads with the wind bridge. You will find a large chest on a wooden platform containing 

the “N” Stamp. 

O 
Kakariko 

Gorge 

South of the bridge to Kakariko Village you will find a Dark Lantern cavern. Explore the cave to 

find this chest with the “O” Stamp. 

P 
Lanayru 

Province 

In North Hyrule Field, there is a Dig Cavern under a circle of grass at the northern end of the 

stream. Inside the cavern are some Skulltulas, as well as three torches. Light them all to reveal a 

chest with the “P” Stamp. 

Q 
Snowpeak 

Ruins 

At the entrance of the dungeon you will find several suits of armour. Destroy them with the Ball 

& Chain to find an Imp Poe and a couple of chests. Inside one of the chests is the “Q” Stamp.  

R 
Gerudo 

Desert 

Just North of the Warp Portal and the Cave of Ordeals is a chest surrounded by chasms. Use the 

Clawshot on the Peahat to cross over the chasm and reach the chest. Inside is the “R” Stamp.  

S Lake Hylia 
There is a Dig Cavern right before the entrance of the Lantern Cavern. Dig into the cavern and 

kill all the Toadpolis inside to reveal a chest. Inside the chest is the “S” Stanp  

T 
Temple of 

Time 
Above the Giant scale on 7F is a large chest containing the “T” Stamp. 



Stamp Area Location 

U 
Goron 

Mines 

Back in the large room to the north with the Bulblin archers and Boardwalks, there is a 

tall platform at the northern end which you will have to use the Clawshot to reach the 

chest with the “U” Stamp. 

V 
Lanayru 

Province 

In the field south of Hyrule Castle Town, there is a giant hole towards Lake Hylia. Use 

the Double Clawshots to traverse from cliff face to cliff face to reach a chest below. 

Inside is the “V” Stamp 

W 
Lake 

Hylia 

Head south from the Warp portal and jump into the water. You will find an underwater 

chest that holds the “W” Stamp. 

X 
Sacred 

Grove 

In the area where you fight Skull Kid for the first time. Use the vines to climb up to the 

top and use the Spinner to reach to the other side. Open the chest for the “X” Stamp 

Y 
Lakebed 

Temple 

Return to the first spiral water slide with your newly equipped Clawshot. Use the Iron 

Boots to walk up the entire slide. At some points you can use the Clawshot to go up a 

little quicker. At the very top there is a chest and a Clawshot grate climb up to reach 

the chest with the “Y” Stamp. 

Z 
City in 

the Sky 

In the exterior uppermost part in the center of the dungeon (where you will find the 

ropes that you can only be crossed in wolf form). Climb up the vines on the central 

column (be wary of the Skullwalltulas) and cross the ropes to find a small chest with 20 

Rupees. Continue on across the next lot of ropes to another platform with an Imp Poe 

and the chest holding the “Z” stamp. 

Rupee 

Hyrule 

Castle 

Town 

Once all 60 Poe Souls are captures, talk to Jovani and then visit him in Telma's bar 

afterwards and then go back to his house and talk to his cat. The cat will give you the 

Stamp along with 200 Rupees on every visit. 

Treasure 

Chest 

Lake 

Hylia 

Near the end of the Dark Lantern Cavern behind a boulder will be the chest with this 

Stamp 

Piece of 

Heart 

Eldin 

Province 

Inside a Lava Cave north of the Bridge of Eldin. Jump down with the Iron Boots into the 

magnetic streams to find a Piece of Heart at the end. There are also two torches right 

next to it. Light them both with your lantern to reveal the chest with this Stamp. 

Heart 

Container 

Cave of 

Ordeals 
In the large chest next to the Great Fairy on floor 40. 



Stamp Area Location 

Link 

(Happy) 

Ordon 

Ranch 

Inside the barn is a Dig Cavern. Light up the three torches with your Lantern to reveal 

a chest with this Stamp. 

Link 

(Angry) 

Lanayru 

Province 

In the field that connects Hyrule Castle Town to Lake Hylia, there is a ledge with 

vines that you can Clawshot up onto. Here you will find a Dig Cavern with 

Helmasaurs inside. Defeat them all to gain access to the chest with this Stamp. 

Link (Sad) 
Eldin 

Province 

In a Dig Cavern south of the Bridge of Eldin. Inside is a pool of water full of Bomb 

Fish and a chest. Inside the chest is this Stamp. 

Link 

(Surprised) 

Cave of 

Ordeals 
In a large chest next to the Great Fairy on floor 10. 

Link (Wolf) 
Faron 

Province 

Enter Hyrule Field from Faron Woods and follow alongside the wall from the exit 

towards Kakariko Gorge. In a corner is a Dig Cavern that contains Keese, Deku 

Babas, Chuchus and Rats. You will also find the chest that contains this stamp. 

Midna 

(Happy) 

Cave of 

Ordeals 
In a large chest next to the Great Fairy on floor 30.  

Midna 

(Angry) 

Palace 

of 

Twilight 

On your way towards the first Sol, in the second room is a chest on the upper level, 

which you can be reached with the Double Clawshots. Open it to find this Stamp. 

Midna (Sad) 
Gerudo 

Desert 

Around the central south of the desert, there's a small mesa that you can climb using 

the Clawshot on the plant. Here you can find a Dig Cavern marked with three skulls 

with two Imp Poes inside it. Light the three torches to reveal a chest.  

Midna 

(Surprised) 

Arbiter's 

Grounds 

The 2nd time that you pull up a chandelier with a chain, walk right past it to find a 

chest with this Stamp. 

Ooccoo 
City in 

the Sky 

When you return to the room behind the bridge that got destroyed by Argorok, make 

your way through it with the Double Clawshots. Towards the end, opposite to the exit 

there's a chest with this stamp. 



Stamp Area Location 

Zelda 

(Happy) 
Hyrule Castle 

Collect all Small Keys in the dungeon (Including the one in the graveyard). You 

can use the spare key to open the Treasure Chamber behind the last Darknut. 

One of the large chests inside this room contains this stamp. 

Zelda 

(Angry) 

Cave of 

Ordeals 
In a large chest next to the Great Fairy on floor 20.  

Zelda (Sad) Hyrule Castle 
After obtaining the Map, climb the ladder and follow the wall to find a chest with 

this Stamp. 

Zelda 

(Surprised) 

Lanayru 

Province 

At the southern gate of Hyrule Castle Town Clawshot the grate on one of the 

pillars and then use the Spinner on the track. Jump off at the center to get to the 

chest with this Stamp. 

Zant 
Palace of 

Twilight 

On your way to the 2nd Sol, in the second room there are multiple chests in the 

upper alcoves. Use the Double Clawshots to reach them and get this stamp. 

Agitha 
Hyrule Castle 

Town 
Received from Agitha after bringing her 12 Golden Bugs.  

Malo Mart 
Hyrule Castle 

Town 

After completion of the Malo Mart sidequest, you can buy this stamp inside new 

the shop for 100 Rupees. 

Cucco Lake Hylia 
Play Falbi's Flight by Fowl minigame and land on the pyramid. The third chest 

from the top has this Stamp. 

Fairy 
Cave of 

Ordeals 
In a large chest before you jump down to the Great Fairy on floor 50.  

True Midna - Received automatically after collecting all other 49 stamps. 




